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A pair of Penn graduates find artistic
inspiration in the science of the brain.

Greg Dunn, an artist and neuroscientist whose artworks of brain function are on display at the Mütter Museum, with one of his works in his Spring Garden studio. This summer, Dunn
collaborated with electrical engineer Brian Edwards to develop the “Mind Illuminated” show at the Mütter. DAVID MAIALETTI / Staff Photographer
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By Dawn Fallik

detail. This summer, the California native with a doctorate in
neuroscience from the University of Pennsylvania collaborated
with Brian Edwards — whose
Penn doctorate is in electrical
engineering — to develop the
“Mind Illuminated” show at the
Mütter Museum.
The duo, who met eight years
ago in graduate school and
started making art together in
2013, say the branches and
twists of the brain are just as
art-inspiring as any landscape.
“Our work is sometimes treated as kitschy nonsense — ‘Oh
look, the scientists are trying to
do art’ — and it’s tragic because there’s so much inspiraSee MUTTER on G4
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n a corner of Greg Dunn’s
Spring Garden studio are
two cabinets.
One holds the sources
for the science — Cajal’s
Butterflies of the Soul, a book of
figures from the 19th and early
20th centuries focusing on the
brain, and The Color Atlas of
Anatomy.
The other cabinet keeps the
elements of his art. Mica powders, soft and glittery. Weightless tissue papers holding a variety of gold leaf — white gold,
champagne gold, yellow gold.
Dunn’s work melds science
and art, bringing images of the
brain into beautiful, ethereal
“Brainbow Hippocampus,” a gold-on-steel microetching of a rodent hippocampus by
Greg Dunn and Brian Edwards, shows the area of the brain linked with learning and
memory. Multicolor lamps cause each neuron to take on its own hue.
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Understand how
best to use weights.

Some retirement communities hire students as waitstaff to foster mutual support systems.
By Ilene Raymond Rush

I
At Springhouse Estates retirement village, culinary-services supervisor Louis
Senat, a student at CCP, greets residents for dinner. ED HILLE /Staff Photographer
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n late afternoon, residents of
the Springhouse Estates retirement community cluster at the
entry to the dining room. Louis
Senat, 23, the culinary-services supervisor, greets each diner by first
name.
But more is going on here than
dinner. Mealtime at Springhouse is
also when residents get to interact
with their young waitstaff, high
school and college students whom
more than one resident described
as being like their grandchildren.
See GENERATIONS on G5
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Symptoms of ADHD mirror those of stress
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t a time when many families are looking for
back-to-school bargains, others are coming into
their pediatricians’ offices looking for answers
about their children’s behavior.
“He never stops moving.” “His teacher thinks I
should have him tested.” “She can’t pay attention in
class.” “I think he needs medication to keep him
still.”
Pediatricians hear these concerns year-round, but

they take on a more frantic urgency as school
approaches. Many of these concerns are legitimate.
But the more we learn about attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), the more we realize
one label does not fit all, especially for more
impoverished or stressed households.
A recent report from the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention states that about 10 percent
of American children have a diagnosis of ADHD.
According to the CDC, some signs that a child might
See ADHD on G7

